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"I'hc I'/)i/c'/urs is one of Plato's most difficult dialogues. I know of no full-
Ient;tlt comurnentary (as opposed to nu)nowraphs or annotated translations)
and even n1 On graphs on sonic particular topic in the dialogue are rela-
tiyely few. "I'he three topics that have attracted the nu)st attention are those
of cidctir ainatl^sis, rateorial separation and mixture, and }Measure. espe-
cially false pleasure. In my opinion, it is a mistake to attempt to study these
topics ais though they are'intelli(1ihle apart from the context of the dialogue
is a vyhole. unfortunately, the dialogue is almost as ohscure from a dra-
n)atic standpoint as from that of its most famous themes. In this lecture, I
ill try to indicate two or three general characteristics of the dialogue, and
I shall do so by eliciting them from a discussion of the opening pages. I)c-
spite the peculiarly spare nature of the dramatic form, the l'hih'bies is no
exception to the general principle that Plato prefigures the subsequent dis-
cussion of a dialogue in his initial scene. lily intention is not to add to the
technical analyses of the discussions of eidetic and ontological structure.
but rather to cast sonic light on their peculiar status in a discussion of the
good life for ordinary mortals rather than philosophers, and in particular. in
a discussion vyith two quite ordinary interlocutors like Philebus and I'rotar-
elms. What follovys is therefore in no sense intended as ai sun)m iry of the
dialogue as a ^^ hole. hut rather as the opening of a path into the study of
that vyhole.
«Philehus• is a proper name. attached to an otherwise unknown person
^yho is a principal if unusually taciturn character in the drama we are about
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to study. The name means literally "love boy'. Socrates begins the Philebus
as follows: ""Now look, Protarchus, at the logos you are about to receive
from I'll ilehus, and at ours, which you are about to dispute, unless you say
that you agree with it. Do you want ni to give the main points of each
position?,, (1 la 1-b2). A number of scholars have commented on the odd-
ness of this beginning'. In the typical Platonic dialogue, we are provided
with an initial orientation by the dramatic details ()f the time, setting, and
personnel of the conversation. Sometimes this orientation is more complex,
as in those dialogues that begin with a prologue, within which the details
of the main conversation are recollected, whether by a participant in the
original event or someone else. The Got-(ii icts also begins rather abruptly,
but not to the same degree as the Philebus. In the former case, the epony-
mous interlocutor is a famous rhetor, whereas Philebus is initially signifi-
cant for his name alone.
At first glance, then, it looks as though the dramatic orientation Of the
Philebus is restricted to its abruptness. One might surmise that this is a
mark of the old Plato's steady loss of interest in literary form, but even late
dialogues like the Sophist, Sta/esnlait, and Lctus provide us with a dramatic
context within which to situate the conversation. If we lour: to the content
of the Philc'bus IOr some explanation of its peculiar fo)rm, we are again left
puzzled. The Phik'btts is an unusually difficult dialogue, as we are about to
see, but no more so than the 7i inietls or Parntetticle's, both of which have
a rather elaborate dramatic beginning. There is, however, one other peculi-
a ity of the Philc'hus that, although it initially deepens the puzzle of the
dramatic form, may assist us in taking our bearings.
It is generally agreed that the l'bilelms was written by Plato after he had
composed the Sophist and Slctlesnuut. One might suppose that the shift
from Socrates to the Eleatic Stranger as the main protagonist in these two
dialogues is a sign of a shift in Plato's doctrines. If this is so, what is the
point of the return to Socrates alter the complicated discussions carried out
under the guidance of the Eleatic Stranger? I haye discussed this prohlenn
with special attention to the function of the Stranger in my books on the
.S'ophist and S1a1e iiiaii . here our focus Of attention is Socrates. And the
first thing to he said is that the Socrates ()f the Philebus seems to have un-
dergone a modification that brings him closer to (but clues not make him
identical with) the I :leatic Stranger.
Despite the etymological significance Of the n.une Philehusand his physi-
cal beauty, which, to anticipate, seems to have a compelling influence
upon Protarchus ( 1 I(,?-R), the usual Socratic emphasis upon tiros, together
I. ( Ila-). IieyvRI)Irr transkitcs luxerot 1outh••.
2. In principle. I agree with lit In (1 Ia I ).
3. Halo 's Soh/uisl: IN' 1) 1a1M r,/ Orio roar and Ahhe'arance, bale 1983. and Mello s Slalcc
man. tin Web o/'/'olilics. Yale 1995.
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with a vivid interest in the physical and intellectual attributes of the youths
with whom he converses, is missing here. In general, Socrates does not
exhibit the kind of playful irony that elsewhere is typical of his interroga-
tive style. Even his use of myth is relatively colorless and is largely devoted
to the technical analysis of formal structure. Most striking of all is the fact
that Socrates introduces topics of unusual difficulty, which are treated in a
most obscure manner, and which have struck most readers of the dialogue
as irrelevant, and even as obstacles, to the progress of the main theme. In
general, Socrates expresses himself with a degree of obscurity that is en-
tirely inappropriate to the nature of his interlocutors, as well as to the
theme of the dialogue, which is that of the good life for Al human beings.
On this point, it is instructive to compare the Pbilcbus to the Rt urblic,
where Socrates converses with much more gifted and articulate youths
((ilaucon and Adeimantus) about a related but much more difficult topic
the dependence of justice upon philosophy and the nature of the phi-
losopher), but in a much more lucid and straightforward manner. And this
is true even with respect to his treatment of the doctrine of Ideas and the
degrees of cognition, as compared with his presentation of formal analysis
and the classification of beings in the Pbilebus.
In short, we might have expected a conversation quite different from the
one we actually encounter. Is there a connection between the dramatic and
stylistic peculiarities of the Philebus and its main theme? I suggest that the
key to the solution is the role assigned to Eros in the Pbilebtrs. Let inc first
state the general point. The Pbilebus is odd because it discusses the ques-
tion of the good life in a relatively nonhuman way. This is partly clue to
the nature of pleasure, which according to Philebus is the highest good,
and which can be enjoyed by Al anitnals,^ (1 1h,i). Socrates opposes to this
his own view that thoughtfulness is the highest good, but he emphasizes
throughout the pure cognition of forms (as well as pure or simple pleas-
ures of sense perception), not the general intelligence that could reasona-
bly be associated with the good life. And in his final account of the mixture
of qualities of states of the soul that constitute the good life for all human
beings, lie omits any reference to Eros. No doubt this has something to do
with the need to discipline Philehus (via his spokesman, Protarchus). But it
is carrying discipline too far to arrive at a paradigm for the good life that is
unacceptable to the human race and indeed, that could he adopted only at
the price of extinction.
Let us briefly review the references to Eros in the Pbilcbus. Sexual eras is
mentioned explicitly four times in the dialogue, either in passing or in or-
(ler to denounce it (most violently at the end: 67b1-5; cfr. 23a 1, 1-c l and
>Oc 1 ). "There are two very brief references to philosophical Eros, near the
beginning and the end of the dialogue (at 16b6 and 58d2-5). They certainly
reflect the doctrine of Eros enunciated by Socrates elsewhere, but in pass-
ing, as it were by moonlight rather than sunlight. The minimal role as-
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Signed tO intellectual Eros is certainly connected to the absence in the
I'bilcebiis of any reference to the hyperuranian or trans-antic Ideas. Sobriety
replaces madness. This is especially evident in the treatment of the sexual
Eros. It is never defended explicitly by Philehus, despite his loyalty to Aph-
rodite, and Protarchus, his official spokesman, is soon drawn into violent
criticism of the degrading effects of the most intense bodily pleasures, a
violence that niav indicate hitter experience but which is nevertheless
hardly flattering to the goddess of love. It is also noteworthy lh,at here and
elsewhere the criticism of sexual pleasure is presented indirectly if unmis-
takably in the form of a discussion of the base pleasure of scratching an
itch or by denouncing the power of intense physical pleasure to nuke us
grunt, gesticulate, and cavort like the beasts, belh,nvior that is so shameful
that we hide it in the d,u-k. Most important, however, is the aforemcntionecl
fact that sexual pleasure, or for that matter Eros in any form, is not men
tioned as an ingredient in the very full articulation of the components in
the mixture constituting the good life.
In one of the best-known passages in the Pbdebits, Socrates speaks of the
tragedy and the comedy of human life, (50b1-2). What one could plausibly
call the comic aspects of human life that are due to the bestial F:ros, are
mitigated in the SII'mjposiiini, Pbuedriis, and Kcjuiblic by the intercession of
the philosophical or divine Eros. In the Pbilebiis, this mitigation does not
take place. I)ifferently stated, Socratic mania is replaced by technical ec-
centricity. There is no douht that this eccentricity is muffled in the much
more conventional closing section of' the dialogue, which emphasizes
measure, h^u-mony, and moderation. Hut the muffling or muting that is ap-
parently appropiate to the life of human beings in general is tragic pre-
cisely because we are denied access to the divine madness that raises us
beyond ourselves and could thereby' be said to constitute our ladder to the
good. "There is something soporific about the good life Of 111C l'bilVIMS.
The difficulties associated with Eros are connected to the fact that spirited-
ness (lbiinios) makes a very restricted appearance in the Philebiis. If I ',till
not mistaken, this word occurs only twice. both times in the sense of «,tn-
ger» ( iOei, t?(_,o)). 11 ' we think of the political role ,assigned to spiritedness
in the Republic, the further thought occurs to us that the good life in the
Pbilehris is oddly apolitical. It is part of the soporific nature of the good life
that it lacks political ambition. But this lack makes it all the more necessary
to mute the passions and desires, since in their full form, their cannot he
controlled by the intellect ,alone. A soul produced by a mixture of
thi iughtfulness and pleasure. however symmetrical the measures. is unbal-
anced. "T'he central role assigned to arithmetic and formal analysis, which is
reflected ill the analytical approach to the elements of the good life. to-
gether with the ridicule heaped upon Eros ,and Aphrodite, all conspire to
produce a nw del that is peculiarly unsuited to its addressees, despite the
veil of edifying rhetoric in which it is wrapped.
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I have been suggesting that the need to punish and suppress Eros accounts
for, or more cautiously, is associated with the relative lack of dramatic de-
tail and the abruptness of the beginning of the dialogue. The treatment of
the good life is strangely isolated from the Context of life itself. It must now
be added that this abruptness constitutes a dramatic artifice in its own
right. The artifice, 11()wever, works retroactively. AVe come to see that Soc-
rates has fashioned his speeches in such a way as to punish Philebus. In
the Rc/^tillir, the extremely erotic Glaucon is not disciplined so much as he
is transfOrmcd or raised to the level of philosophical Fros. In the I'bilebus,
it is almost as if Plato splits Glaucon in half, assigning the erotic compo-
nent to Philebus and the delight in dialectical conversation to Protarchus.
Once he is deprived of Eros. 1'rotarchus becomes very quickly immune to
the compulsion of I'll ilebuS' beauty, and Socrates has no difficulty in con-
verting him to the principle of thoughtfulness. At the same time. by calling
the dialogue I'bikcbits rather than I'rulctrcbtis. Plato send' us a clear signal
that the silence of Eros continues to be present. We are led to wonder
whether Protarchus Will continue to celebrate thoughtfulness when Socra-
tes finally departs.
My suggestion about Eros has a second component that is much more
speculative than the first. I suspect that the behavior of Socrates in the
I'bllebus is intended by Plato as a kind of satirical comment on the limita-
tions of the philosophical approach of the Eleatic Stranger. Very far from
employing the Eleatic Stranger as a symbol of a new stage in his own phi-
1osop11y. Plato presents us With several different paradigms of the philo-
sophical nature. In the I'bilebii.c, Plato shows us what would happen if
Socrates were to have fallen under the influence of the Stranger's methods.
The satire would not work if Socrates became a simple copy of the
Stanger. It owes its bite to the comic results of attempting to put-Sue So-
cratic ends in a manner influenced by the Stranger, or what the Stranger
represents for philosophical method. I cannot prove the soundness of this
suggestion, but it fits the facts both of the Pbikebits and the nature of dra-
matic writing. Plato presents us with the many sides of the philosophical
nature. 'These sides are not totally disparate, but they are less unified than
is believed by those \\ ho speak regulauly of "Platonism,, and more unified
than is implied by schemata of the early, middle, and late Plato.
I'he words do not appear explicitly, but the first line of the I'bih,btis could
he understood to resonate with a famous Socratic expression: /uiliii c'p's
^Ircbes ("once more from the beginning"). Our beginning is not that of the
dramatic encounter between Socrates and his subsequent interlocutors, or
the still more artificial device of the prologue in which someone recollects
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a past conversation. It is not even the abrupt beginning of' a discussion of
sonic problem but rather the indication that we have reached an impasse
in an ongoing dispute and the suggestion that a restatement of principles
would he helpful. The dialogue thus begins in iftc'clicas 110;, but not simply
by inserting us into the flow of ongoing action. We begin with an invoca-
tion of memory. In the last exchange of the dialogue (07bI0-13), Protar-
chus denies Socrates' request to allow him to depart. --"There is still a little
bit left Ito discuss)... and I will remind you (htrj)oinlwsc)) of the remainder,.
The conversation as we witness it is thus contained between two exercises
of the memory, the second of which is the basis for an anticipation of fu-
ture discussion. In the middle of the dialogue (33c8), Socrates introduces
the problem of memory (miwnre), which, together with anticipation, plays
the crucial role in providing the continuity of conscious life.
The initial peculiarity of the abrupt beginning of the Philuhtls is mitigated
by our perception of the structural role assigned to memory and its corol-
lary, anticipation. These two mental powers are directed to the past and
the future, respectively. What remains to he explained is how' their com-
bined activity produces the present. The dramatic structure of the dialogue
thus exhibits what will become one of the most difficult problems in the
dialogue, a problem that is discussed only indirectly, and indeed, that is
presented rather than analyred. This is the problem of human temporality,
and in particular of the dived present", as I shall call it. The .interntediate^,
nature of the dramatic presentation in the Philehus corresponds to the in-
termediateness of the lived present between the past and the future. Plato
does not present us with a theory or phenomenological description of hu-
man temporality: he exhibits dramatically our fragile purchase on the pres-
ent.
I'he curtain rises and we are presented with an adult, whom we have rea-
son to assume will he the hero of the play, talking to two youths. One of
them, Philehus, has just finished defending a position that, for some rea-
son, is about to he taken up by the other, Protarchus, or first principle".
,Socrates incidentally, could he translated ars strong savior.. With whom is
I'rotaurchus disputing? Socrates says 'with usv, but this could he a figure of
speech that means "with nie,.. We shall see later that the number of those in
attendance is more than two. 'I'lie dyad of Philehus and Protaurhus is in
fact only the surface of an indeterminate collection of youths. But the So-
cratic monad is also indeterminate: by saying w e, Socrates at least implies
that lie is not the only person present who advocates thoughtfulness as the
best life. The point of this joke is that from the outset, the Philehus is an
imprecise treatment of precision. This will become evident as the conver-
sation unfolds. We do not know exactly how many are involved in the dis-
cussion, or who beside Philehus has already contributed to it, perhaps in
support of Socrates, or where it is taking place. We are also dependent
upon Socrates for an account of what was previously said, although we
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can he partly reassured by tile fact that neither Protarchus nor Philehus
objects to his report. And a detailed analysis of the technical passages will
exhibit the same systematic imprecision, camouflaged as the invocation to
precision.
This imprecision is also exhibited by the terminology applied by Socrates
to express the two competing accounts of the good life. There is a rather
precise difference between the two principles invoked, yet there is also a
fluctuation bordering upon ambiguity in the terms used to formulate these
principles. Socrates first states the 1o,tos of Philehus, according to whom, lie
says, good is what is enjoyable (to chairein) to all living beings; lit is] both
pleasure and delight (tell hcdonen kai terpsirt), and whatever is harmoni-
ous (somphona) with this genus)) (11b4-6). lie then repeats ,our Io,os ...
that thoughtfulness, intelligence, and memory (to j)hronein kai to noein kai
rnenl)e.cthai) and things of the same genus, both correct opinion and true
calculations (doksall to orthcrt kai aletheis logisnrous), are better and supe-
rior to pleasure for all things able to partake of them" (11h6).
It has been regularly noted that Socrates, in speaking of Philehus' thesis,
uses atathorr ("(-1ood") without an article'. Most commentators take the hare
word to he equivalent in sense to ,the good". I see no reason why Plato
could not have added the article, had he wished to convey its meaning.
We see here the first instance of the corollary to the imprecise presentation
of precision, namely, a precise, that is, intentional, use of imprecision. The
context does not make clear whether Socrates is speaking of -goods. ^^aa
good", or ,the good". This vagueness is appropriate to the initial fortllula-
tion of the question as attributed to Philehus: What is good for 'Al animals
(pa.ci zoois)? As we shall see, Socrates varies his terms considerably in dis-
cussing the instances of goodness, both here and in the last section of the
dialogue. Nevertheless, as the conversation unfolds, there can he no doubt
that the issue in dispute is the identity of "the" good for all human beings,
or in other words, for human beings in general. The ambiguity leads us to
ask what the argument would look like if we accepted multiple goods cor-
responding to different types of human being. These would still have to he
rank-ordered, but on what principle? And whatever the principle, would it
not itself he pod in some sense higher than that attributed to the ele-
ments in the rank-ordering? In the Republic, the Idea of the good serves as
such a first principle. "There is no such first principle in the Philebits. Or
started more cautiously, in the final blending of the good life, thoughtful-
Bt in ( 1160) initially takes the omission of the article as intentional ,In this dialogue
Plato is nothing if not exact In a suhsequent additional note (p. ZIP). he retracts this
view and agrees that agcrtborr is here equivalent to t(,;atbou (with which I lackto rth and
Gosling concur). BvNmtnrrt is more cautious and notes that the absence of the article
may indicate that the argument is tightened and restructured with the replacement of
Philehus by Protarchus,,. I agree that the article is omitted intentionally Ihn reasons ex-
plained in the text.
,A
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ness drops to third place vv Itereas measure wins Gist prize. It is also true
that 1roughtfu1neS5 is touch closer to measure than is Measure, hut the up-
shot of the long analv-sis is to promote attributes that remind us of practical
intelligence, not goodness in any ontological sense.
Socrates uses three names to characterize Philebus' claim about the good:
enjoyment, pleasure, and delight, which lie says represent a genus or set of
terms.-What is enjoyable to all animals" is replaced a few lines later by
pleasure». In h )th places it is evident that the expression is not restricted
to human beings hut connects them together With all animals. It is obvious
that what is enjoyable to one species need not he pleasant for another, but
the hotns of I'hilehus is apparently indifferent to differentia; ^yhatcyer a ny
animal enjoys is good because it is pleasant. A\e can see at the outset that
Philehus abolishes the most important distinction hetween humans and
brutes. Otherwise stated, the brutes can live as good a life as human be-
ings.
In order to summarize «our» principle, Socrates requires five terms.
"Thoughtfulness, intelligence. and mernun-y our a kind of response to en-
joyment, pleasure, and delight. The latter triad is harmonious with other
attributes of the same genus. But the genus containing the cognitive attrib-
utes also contains attributes that are the result of the activity of thoughtful-
ness, intelligence, and mein( ry, namely, correct opinion and true calcula-
tion. Whereas these last tvyo are «harnxrnious With the first three, they are
also not homogeneous wit ii them but of a higher order of complexity. L.n-
joynunt issues in versions ()f itself, namely, in a sensation of feeling. But
cognition issues in lu,"ns, that is, in assertions that are true or false, or more
broadly expressed, in opinions and judgments that might he true or false.
Socrates qualifies opinion as ^<orrect^^ and calculation is true . Incorrect
opinions and false calculations are not part of the good. In sum: if the
pleasant is the good, then this includes all pleasures. But if thinking on
cognition is the good, this does not include all thoughts. We therefore see
that cognition (as I am labelling the genus for convenience) is not unquali-
fiedly the good but is itself subordinate to truth and correctness. One .small
point: «rorrert (ortbern) is normally associated with -calculation-^ and "true,,
with opinion or belief. I lore the linkages are reversed.
We should also note that in the third line of the dialogue. Socrates auks
PI0t.11-chus whether he agrees with the /o,o oc of Philehus. The Greek phrase
translated by agrees, is Axrun halo/, literally, «in accord With your intellect"
(I lbI C. Strictly speaking, the game is up for Philebus after the recapitula-
tion of positions, Which itself depends upon loins anti rn)trs, or in other
Words, cognition. One might Wish to argue that human beings would he
better off if' they lacked cognition hut were in a state of continuous sensory
pleasure. Socrates will later claim that if we are not aware that we are
i . RI yyitnr: I1: (c)2 c't[)assrntl is idly acute on this hhrasc.
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pleased, then we cannot knrny that we are living the good life. 'I'Ilis seems
unrontroyersial, but it (lows not entirely refute the thesis that one can five
the good life without knowing it. A somewhat different but not unrelated
question is whether One can he mistaken ahout what One regards as the
good life. The political dimension of the SO-called quarrel between the an-
cients and the moderns depends upon the answer to this question.
Something has to be said about the terms employed by Socrates in speak-
ing of your good". 7o /)bronein means thoughtfulness. but in the Socratic
school the intrinsic conception of vyisulom is associated With prudence Or
sound judgment and culminates in Aristotle's sense of practical intelligence
(/)brortcsis)". 'I'Ite second term, to rtoeirr, refers in general to intellectual
perception: it is used more particularly to connote considering, under
sta nding. and devising a complex plan. In Plato, the characteristic meaning
is that of pure thinking, as in iume,cis, the apprehension of pure forms or
forniatl structure. 7i) /)broIleirt and to )tool// may thus he taken as an infor-
mal representation of practical and theoretical intelligence. As is usually the
case in Plato. there is no third term corresponding to the Aristotelian /)oiciii
or /)oic'sis, "Illakin-, Or productive intelligence". This is connected to the
absence oI any reference to tccbrtc, which is normally associated by Soc-
rates with episwntcc or knowledge, and hence with thoughtfulness. We
should however note that at 02dI-el, Socrates and Protarchus agree to in-
clude all the sciences" I/)(/sets /(/s c1)istcmas) into the blend constituting the
good life. This agreen)ent is amplified at 06bS-c2 to include tfie tccbrteti.
I:inally. ntc'ntrtcsibai. "to remember, has the essential poser of detaching
perceptions and cognitions from erasure by the flow of time, and holding
them bef<tre the mind's eye ats it opines or calculates. In a very real sense.
human life transpires Within, and is unified by, the memory. One could say
that nienlory is accorelingly both theoretical and practice productive. It
constructs experience and thereby renders it cognitively accessible.
In sum: eye renlerber the formal structures that make cognition possible.
including the cognition of lime superiority of a life of thinking to that of a
III(' of pleasure. AV'e cannot 1(r_0et,, these structures because We must verify
them independently each time that we think them. This superiority of the
theoretical life U ill hold good for all Of our ostensibly multiple personali-
ties. The entire thrust of the philosophy of the Socratic school is precisely
to move atwaty fin what is today called self consciousness, and precisely
because it is internally incoherent.
If I may interpolate a historical remaurk on this point, critics of Plato like
\ietische have correctly discerned an auuhiguity, if not indeed an inner in-
^. lir^^imrrr a I IU) warns us nbri to take i)brott('siS as 'tluou(tt1ttulnes" in the Aristo^relian
cn,e. lhr ^carninm is sxuIdl, but it is nbA alICyiatcd by using the t:nglish oi'cl
thought"". This implies, (A could imply. that /)brouc'sis is syn<mynws vv ills (nuts on to
uowirt.
9) t Staitlev ho^ell
Aristotle from) the Socratic school to define evil as a Privation is entirely
unsatisfactory. I cannot develop this Point here because it is dependent
upon a discussion of negation and non-being. For the moment it Will suf-
fice to say that privation is too empty a concept to do justice to the positive
hat'm of evil.
The second comment is with respect to the verb metU,ccbeill, to partici-
pate". This verb may remind us of the famous doctrine of Ideas, which
does not seem to be present in the Pbilehtrs in its traditional version. Some
would say' that in the later dialogues, Plato abandons the thesis of the
Ide:u. but this way' of formulating the issue assumes that the dialogues are
historical documents or a chronology of Plato's Philosophical career. Suf-
fice it to say that in the Pbilebrcs. by accepting Socrates' account of the
good. We Participate, not in an Idea, but in what looks very much like a
definition or concept.
To continue, Protarrhus unreservedly accepts Soc'rates' summary' of the
dispute to this point. 11c is then asked by his interlocutor whether he will
receive the fi^^Jos that Philebus has turned over to him. Protarrhus replies:
must receive it, for it has been renounced by the beautiful Philebus- (I us-
8). What precisely does this mean% If Philebus were not beautiful, would
Protarrhus feel the sane compulsion? ()r is he simply taking up the de-
fense of a common principle that his ally has deserted? We should look
ahead to I9c4-5, where Protarchus vv ill say that it was Socrates who "gave
freely, that is to say', bestowed upon those Present-, the stmwrsia or com-
munity of discussion. .5'rii/ni/cicc is one of those polyvalent terms that ran
mean sexual union, a gathering of friends, or ontological unity. I Io vever
we lake it, Socra tes is evidently the fiunder of the being togetherthat
underlies the conversation. lie is the Principle of unity, which Philebus.
through his silence, threatens to disrupt. Now that the disrupting factor is
not the disagreement about principles; this is instead the' underlying cause
of the conversation. In addition, there is at least a hint of another unifying
factor: the beauty of Philebus.
The dialogue begins with a hint that Protarchus has chosen his principle
under the compulsion of I:cos. Asa result of the main part of the conver-
sation, lie is Xvon over by Socrates to the attractiveness of intelligence. and
so to the mixture of cognition and Pleasure. At the end o1' the dialogue
(67bI0), Socrates will ask to be released from the discussion, but is denied
permission by Protarrhus, who says that there are still one or two points to
clear up. We more from a free gift, an so a voluntary association, through
the various stages of discursive compulsion. The beauty of Philebus. and
so F.ros, plays an imprecise role in the early stages of this compulsion. Soc-
rates was free to begin the investigation of the good life, but he is not tree
to terminate it. by coming before the Public, philosophy acquires public
obligations. A private conversation about the good life is not the sane as a
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discussion ; 11)OUt the public good , but it carries an analogous commitment
of responsibility.
In this light, the next exch ; urge hetveen Socrates and Protarchus is quite
interesting . The philosopher asks: ,must we not ac(Iuire in every ^^ay the
truth ;shout these things?-. Protarchus agrees: we must, (l 1c9-d 1 ). The
compulsion of sinroiesia is dual . Let Us say that PIot;u-chus has been impli-
cated in the present community ' by tyn kinds of ple a sure, one emanating
In m the beauty of Philehus and the other from his own desire to know, or
at least to engage in philnsnphical discussion. Iluman heings a re brrntght
together by I':ros and logos . Perhaps Protarchus wished nrigin ; illy to shine
in the eyes of Philehus; nn matter , he is nov% learning from his own situa-
tion the force of- logos. Rut there is no reason to see here a radical shift
from one principle to another. The main theme of the dialogue is the im-
possibility of a radica l separation between pleasure and cognition. Other-
wise put, there can he nn doubt that tile boys are enjoying the conversa-
tion; even Phil(A)us ' silence is not the same as leaving the company. lie
intends to make a point by his silence , not to dissolve the sllliousin . ' t 'his is
vylty he will eventually he reintegrated into the discnut:se. Philehus is not
genuinely silent ; he is posturing, advertising the strength of his conviction.
And this is a tluasi speech . O nly something in particular can he deprived of
a property. So too only someone who speaks through his silence can take
a stand with respect to the discourse of another. Only someone whose si-
lence mea ns something can be taken into ;recount in a dispute. Philehus'
silence, while it lasts, is the reiteration of his principle and the attempted
denlon.strttion of - the superiority of silent pleasure to the speech of logos.
t'lie thematic suppression of Hans is thus accompanied by a silent demon-
stration of its Iorce.
Appropriately enough , Socrates says that we have each agreed to make
visible (op )hoilmirt) "a habit and condition of the snuf- (heksis and (licllhe-
sis ai'e central notions in Aristotle ' s Aicontochc'on Ethics) that is capable of
furnishing a blessed life to all human beings (I ld?-(>)". 't'he implication is
that vyh;tt is hidden nr invisible in itself must be made visible by discoutrse.
Strictly speaking , this is not true of pleasure , which, is we have estah-
lished, can be enjoyed silently . Rut cognition depends upon logos; if there
is a cognitive habit of the soul , it cannot he silently felt. We become aware
of it only through its own activity, and this of course includes speaking to
oneself . As should have been nhvinus from the first moment of the dia-
logue, it Will he impossible for pleasure to defeat logos in a rgl.1111(- A lt. Iii-It
neither can pleasure secure a complete victory by total silence, since this is
t;tntaMount to the complete absence of the soul from itself.
8. 10 R) has a ' aluaN' note to 1 Ict5; the key point is that ,hc-ksis differs from rlrnlhcsis as
"enduring; state- from "transient condition"-.
We were initially said to have been looking for what is good for all living
beings, or at least for those who are capable of participating in cognition
and pleasure. Socrates now associates the preferred habit or disposition of
the soul with the blessed life,^. Eticlaimonia means prosperity, good for-
tune, extreme happiness, and cumulatively, the fullest share of these
blessings. The literal sense of the word is <good daimon"". The blessed live
raises us above the merely human, but not to the level of the fully divine.
Protarchus does not require a technical definition of a term in common
use. Blessedness is a habit or condition of the soul, not an action or even a
propensity to act toward others in such and such a manner, but a self-
perfection. As is well-known, Kant criticises the ancients for their Eudae-
monist ethics, which he regards as immoral or conducive to selfishness. It
seems that Kant's standards are even higher than those of Holy Scripture,
which speaks of salvation and blessedness in addition to the performance
of good deeds. Surely- it is not impossible to know that one is saved with-
out feeling intense pleasure or joy. Whatever Kant would say to this, he is
correct on one point. Blessedness is not other-directed, and it is insepara-
ble from the enjoyment of extreme happiness (if one can even distinguish,
except perhaps in degrees of intensity, between enjoyment and happi-
ness). This is of course not to suggest that blessed persons do not perform
virtuous deeds. But they may not, unless they are convinced that the per-
form.mce of such deeds is useful to the strengthening or maintaining of
their blessedness. This reinforces my previous observation that the utility of
the highest principle is ontological rather than ethical. It defines how we
must be, that is, what is the state or condition of the soul that leads to our
personal blessedness.
Socrates now identifies the two competing habits of the soul as enjoyment
(toil cbairein) and thoughtfulness (toil pbroirc'in). These were the first
terms in the previous fuller statement of the rival theses. In his next
speech. Socrates refers to pleasure (b(clone) rather than to enjoyment, but
retains thoughtfulness (l ICI-I?al). The contraction and the substitution are
first steps in what will become a rather confusing variation of key terms.
One thing is plain: Socrates does not find it necessary to proceed from
C.11-eful definitions of the main concepts of the conversation. He proceeds
instead by the method of substitution of equivalents. We will have to he
alert to these ostensible equivalences, in order to make sure that Socrates
arrives at a coherent conception of blessedness. The justification for his
method is that all discussions of the good life proceed on the basis of al-
ready known terms, and so by reference to states or habits of the soul that
are better known than any technical analysis of them. One might very well
he able to achieve precise definitions of enjoyment and thoughtfulness, but
these would then become part of an artificial language detached from hu-
man life. When the discussion shifts, as it will very shortly, to quite abstract
topics like dividing and collecting formal elements or categorizing every
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being in the sum of things (pallid to tilt// ono ett tui pattti: 23c-0, Socrates
will he a hit more careful in his terminology, but not much more. So even
Socrates' ontology- (as I somewhat apologetically persist in calling it) is
rooted in the everyday and already known.
We recall that at I IdFi, Socrates introduced the terms ,hahit" (hc'k is) and
"disposition" (diathesis). These terms are almost synonymous; perhaps we
may distinguish them as follows. A disposition is a consequence of a habit.
And habits are produced by repetition or training. In the Republic, for ex-
ample, intelligence must have trained, and so persuaded spiritedness to
enforce its rule over the passions. This is the habit of virtue, which induces
in us dispositions to act in this or that virtuous manner. More important firr
us is the relation between phrcmtesis or thoughtfulness and sOpbrusttne:
temperance or moderation. The temperate soul is in proper balance or has
been habituated to possess the disposition of the right measure, to employ
a term that Will figure prominently at a later stage of the discussion. A soul
that is correctly- measured has all of its parts in harmony. Phronesis thus
leads by way of moderation to measure and harmony, or to what one
might call ethical arithmetic. This is the counterpart to the eidetic arithmetic
that is introduced with respect to formal structure. Eidetic arithmetic di-
vides and collects, whereas ethical arithmetic rearranges or reorders. The
relation between ethical and eidetic arithmetic constitutes the basis for the
connection between the good life and cognition. It remains to be seen
whether Philehus and Protarchus need to know this, or indeed, whether
Socrates actually explains it to them.
The topic under immediate discussion is not simply one of analytical
structure but of what Nietzsche calls "rank-ordering". Our goal is to estab-
lish the generally hest life, namely, the life that is hest for all those living
creatures that can participate in it. But this life need not he hest in itself.
't'here may he an intrinsically superior life that is accessible only to a few
living beings. Socrates does not proceed by examining sample lives but
rather by the analysis of competing principles. It would take too long to
pursue the former path, nor could we in fact succeed without first having
agreed upon the order of principles. It has been the upshot of the opening
conversation (as we know it) that there are two principles, pleasure and
thoughtfuness. But now the question arises: how do we know this? Why
could there not he three, four, or five principles? There is no deduction of
our two principles from a higher or transcendental principle, in the kantian
style that has been so influential in modern philosophy. The situation is
exactly the same here as in the case of the Platonic Ideas or the Aristotelian
categories. The relevant items are introduced into the discussion with little
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or no justification. The implication is that they are obvious, directly- fur-
nished by our pre philosophical experience. Only then does the technical
analysis or theory-const-uction get under way. .And how could it be other-
wise? \K We cannot begin with a theoretical construction of the foundation of
experience, because theory is always based upon pre theoretical experi-
ence. yV'e cannot completely replace pre-theoretical experience with a for-
mal construction, because then philosophy would not be about life, or fOr
that mutter about anything except itself. It would be :I formal calculus or
technical game.
Socrates acknowledges that there may he another habit of the soul that is
stronger than pleasure or thoughtfulness and so defeats both in the strug-
gle for dominance in the rank-ordering of principles. Furthermore, if that
third state should be related either- to thoughtfulness or pleasure, then the
compound will he superior to the remaining candidate ( I Id1 1-I2a5)). 1 note
in passing that the task of rank-ordering lives is agonistic; here as else-
where, Plato uses images of hunting, wrestling, boxing, and war to illus-
trate philosophical investigation. This has something to do with the erotic
nature of the soul.
Let us make a preliminary reflection on the Socratic proposal to examine
separatel} states like thoughtfulness and pleasure. If this proposal is feasi-
ble, it should he possible to he continuously pleased without remembering
that We were previously pleased or anticipating that We will continue in
this state. This is required by the fact that memory falls under thoughtful-
ness, as does ;anticipation of the future. The autonomy of pleasure thus
rests upon a peculiar type of consciousness that is not cOgnitiye and
therefore cannot even be reflexive in the proper sense. We cannot
late the statement 'I am being pleased. In suns, we do not know that we
are now being pleased, which is to say that past, present, and future all
drop away. The remainder, if it is thinkable at all, is a curious sort of sen-
tience that mimics eternity. This thought experiment is enough, I believe,
to establish the absurdity of the notion of a life of pure pleasure, which
would not he a life at all. WC would subsist. like a rock. vyith the single
difference that we woulcl he enjoying our rocklike homogeneity.
Now let us consider a life of pure thoughtfulness, to which no pleasure at
Al is attached. Ilere it is initially more difficult to know hovy to proceed.
Why could We not spend our time in perpetual cognition, preserving the
past in memory and projecting the future via anticipation? I see no con-
ceptual incoherence in this hypothesis: it is not logically impossible. but it
sutlers from an obvious deficiency. It is not a human life, and so it is on a
par with the life of pure pleasure.
It is unnecessary to> pursue these examples further. They show us that
there is snnething ,artificial about the attempt to consider principles like
thoughtfulness and pleasure in complete independence of any others. By
this I do not mean merely that Socrates Will eventually arrive at a mixed
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life or some comhination of thoughtfulness and pleasure. 1 mean instead
that Socrates, like us, begins Irani such a mixture. It is only a being of such
a mixed nature that would he capable of entering into an investigation like
that conducted in the l'hikluts. This places a restriction on the use of
counterfactual conditionals, so popular in contemporary philosophy of
mind, Ior our own reflection on the hest life. We are not engaged in the
study of the logical independence of possible states, like mentati )n or
pleasure, but rather in the pursuit of the hest life. TO make this point in
another vyay, the philosophy- of mind is a denatured or attenuated version
of the Socratic investigation into states of the soul. The philosophy of mind
begins from the tacit rejection of the soul, and with its replacement by the
modern concepts of mind and hody. In other words, it is no longer con-
cerned With the question of the hest way- of life, which has been excluded
from philosophy as reconceived in the image of modern science. Late
nuxlern philosophy separates the conceptual analysis of properties and
relations from a reflection on the continuity or wholeness of life, and so of
course from the question of the best life. AVe are thus mutilated or divided
:against ourselves froth the outset of our attempts to investigate ourselves.
Plato's I'hikchtts cannot he understood on the basis of the two modern
p:u-adigms of conceptual analysis or the philosophy of life. 't'hese 1),,i-
i-dioms arise from the modern conception of reason as fundament:ally
mathematical or analytical, a paradigm that the philosophers of life accept
in their very rebellion against rationalists and recourse to intuition, feeling,
sympathy, and so on. "I'he Platonic starting-point is the indispensability of
the sense of wholeness of the diverse dimensions of human existence, a
sense Of wholeness that is furnished by everyday life. I say s/dr-litr,i-(wins.
because of course, as thoughtful animals. We cannot av aid reflecting upon
the diversity of the elements that constitute human nature- as well as the
conflicts and even incoherencies that mau-k their relations. It is our initial
wholeness that initiates or is the ground for our feeling that we are killing
apa t or that We suffer from conflicts and inner diremptiins that threaten
to destroy us.
Ior :a Platonist. then, it is not a serious problem that we cannot establish
conceptually the continuity of self-identity. If we begin by separating con-
cepts or thoughts from the existential unity of human life, the remainder is
temporality or the flow of genesis, held together by nothing other than
spatial sequence. Dissolution is thus effected by the very formulation of the
problem of self-identity. This is not very interesting, even when it is ex-
pressed with the full regalia of Ingic and set theory. AV-h:U is interesting is
the unified creature who is engaged in the analytical enterprise of self -
dissolution. 't'he locus is on the best life, not nn the logical or conceptual
coherence of the counterfactual conditional of the thoughtless life of
pleasure or the life of pure thought that lacks all pleasure. JIore precisely-,
the incur is on the rank-ordering of pleasure and thoughtfulness in human
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life, and not on two separate lives, one of pure pleasure and the other of
pure thought. This is precisely the conclusion at which Socrates arrives.
What I wish to emphasize is that he arrives there only because this was
also his starting-point.
I have anticipated the sequence of events in the dialogue in order to give a
coherent picture of the general context. We have reached 12a(, where
Philehus asserts that he believes and will continue to believe that pleasure
triumphs entirely over thoughtfulness. It should now be clear that the only
possibility for retaining this belief is by refusing to engage in its investiga-
tion, or in other words, by lapsing into silence. And in fact Phil(A)us turns
over the defense of their common principle to Protarchus. The new
spokesman notes that Philehus is no longer master of the decision whether
or not to agree with the logos of Socrates. Philehus replies: ,You speak the
truth. I swear it and invoke the goddess a witness,, (121)1-2). He does not
intend by these words to sacrifice his belief (clokei k(ti cloksei: ,it seems to
me and will seem to me,,), which, as reinforced by the oath, is for him
stronger than logos. I note that Philehus does not say it has seemed to me'^.
In other words, he does not refer to memory or recollection. The past is of
less importance than the present and the future of partisans of pleasure.
I take this passage to mean also that the speech of belief is stronger than
the speech of rational argumentation, and that belief is represented by the
testimony of silence. A refusal to debate is not the same as an acknowl-
edgment of inferiority. Is this enough? One could say that Philehus is per-
mitted to enjoy the conversation without understanding it, in the sense that
he does not see the validity of the Socratic refutation of his principle. But
some cognition must ensue, since the enjoyment of failing to see that one
has been refuted rests upon a misunderstanding of the Socratic argument,
and misunderstanding is a form of understanding. Philehus does not lose
consciousness or disappear into a sea of pleasure, as is obvious from his
subsequent re-entry into the discussion. The symbolic or silent speech of
Philehus is thus a testimony to the impossibility of sundering the two prin-
ciples of thoughtfulness and pleasure while retaining a human life. It is not
a sign that pleasure can triumph over thoughtfulness by remaining silent.
Genuine silence is not triumph but death, and death is not the hest life for
human beings. That Philehus does not choose death is clear from his oath
to the goddess, identified by Socrates at 121)7 as Aphrodite.
One more supplementary remark: in the Republic, Book IX (5<SUd1ff,
581c3ff), Socrates says explicitly that each part of the soul (intellect, spirit-
edness, desire) has its particular pleasure, for the sake of which it does its
work. This is fundamental to the present investigation, not because the ar-
gument in the I'hilebus depends upon the argument in the R(/nib lit, but
because both dialogues depend upon human nature. All men desire by
nature to know because it is pleasant to know. Socrates snakes the further
claim (as would Aristotle) that those who are capable of the best form of
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thinking experience the purest and hest pleasure. As I mentioned ahove,
this is not the same argument as the claim in the Philebus that thoughtful-
ness or cognition is superior to pleasure altogether. But it has to be kept in
mind by the reader of the Philebus.
So much for our inspection of the opening exchanges in the Philebus, or
rather of the bridge from Philebus to Protarchus, the new master of the lo-
gos of pleasure.
